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Dear Peter,
[hen our pilot stuttered something about anticipatg a little
roughness on our descent into anila due to a recent low pressure
condition in the area, I beg to expect some excitement. Apparently
our flight arrived during the last throes of a typhoon. Eyeing the
broken ba palms as I waded to my taxi in the blowing rain at the
airport, I was relieved to know that the worst of the sto had
passed.

The weather soon cleared to daily thunder showers which I took
Initially I sought to make the acquaintance of a friend
of a colleague at Berkeley, Oscar Gendrano, Executive Forester and
Executive Officer of the Philippine. Chsnber of Wood Industries.
Oscar Very generously provided me with information on forestry in the
Philippines as well as a tour of the College of Forestry and the
Botanical Gardens at Los Banos. Aspiciously my visit cocided
vth the convening of the First Philippine Forestry Congress in
Manila. With Oscar’s assistance I was ble to locate at this conference several individuals With whom i discussed Various forestry
programs and issues in the Philippines.
in stride.

0no such item of nerest is the government’s proposal to support
rural electrification with several wood-fueled power plants. With
regard to t.is pro I spoke with P.V. Bawagan of the-Forest
Products Research ad Industries Development Commission (FORPRIDECOM)
of the National Science Development Board. It seems that as a
consequence of the 197Z energy crisis FORPRIDEC0L was assigned the
task of determin’.ng the feasibility of using natural or plautation
forests to provide fuel for generating electricity. After a survey
of several Philippine wood industries which produce steam for use in
wood processing and in the production of electrical powez, the National
Power, Corporation decided, the minimum economic size of a central
steam power plant to be 75 megawatts (Mw). Additional calculation
showed that a plant of this size would require approximately 44,000
bone dry. metric tons (bdt) of wood per year. Given the cost of fuel
oil, the energy production capacity of wood and the cost of wood
transport, they estimate further that 50 kilometers would be the
maximum economically feasible hauling distance for wood fuel.

Although the aggregate quantity wood waste from Philippine
logging and wood processg operations is considerable, it was determined that there is no single loction where the desired quantity
of wood refuse is presently available. Moreover the increasing utilization of wood waste by industry for pulp and energy production
could be expecte@, to reduce fue supplies.
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A more stable source of supply could be tree farms or plantations of fast-growing tree species. It was calculated that at the
observed growth rates of several of these species, it would take
approximately 50,000 hectares of Eucal.p .t..s deluwta_, 42,000 hecta"res
of Albizzi falc..a_tari, 8,000 hectares of either Gmelina arborea
or Anhocewhalus-chinensis or 9,000 hectares of Lece-leucocehala
to prov-e t-he al quantity of ood ecessary-t0 uel
power plant. Given the constraints on huling distance, minimum
plantation requirements, coolin watsr requirements and mvailable
government reforestation areas, the FORR-.RIDECOM study identified
potential energy plantation sites with a total area of approximatmly
20,000 hectares capable of supporting 19 wood-fired power plants
with.au.., overall generating capacity of 1425 Mw. According to the
official report a wood-fired electrical generating plat could not
only compete economically with an oil-fired plant but also generate
an estimated net foreign exchange savings of approximately
U.S.$ 14:6 million in the first ten years of operation
The government’s first energy forest of L. leucocephala was
Bwagan renorted that h’ey plan o manage
planted ear this year
the Leucaena on a coppice system whereby the tree will be cut at
three-to---6Ur year intervals and the stump allowed to resprout. He
dmitted their uncertainty as to how long the vigor of the plan
can be maintained under this system and herefore when replanting
would be necessary. Leucaena leucocephala hs exhibited growth
rates from 12.6 bdt to 149,5--bd per hectare under various conditions.
According to R. Bggayan, Chief of Reforestation and Afforestation
of the Bureau of Forest Developmaut, L. leucocemhala does best in
agro-forestry context, that is, iu tiled Sols Ts contrasts
somewhat with the description of the proposed energy plantation sites,
specifically, government reserve areas deemed usuitable for agriculture or annual grazing. It will be interesting to note if the
government gets the expected and required wood quantities from its
fuel fores.t.So

The final recipient of this wood, the wood-fired broiler generator,
is reportedly still on the drawing boards. Although this pilot dendrothermal plant is ostensibly for rural electrification, it is likely
that the electricity generated will be turned into the national grid
and swallowed by urban consumers unless the rural power distribution
network is expaaded as well. In addition o supplying fulwood he
Leucaena plantation could provide fodder and green manure. Bawagan
said-that no plans had been made to exploit this potential of the

energy forests.
The idea of wood-fueled power generation is only one of sevel
alternative energy production technologies which the Philippine
Siriban and V. Si. Mendo za.
Forests. for
1977.--A Feasibility Study of the Utilization of an-Made
and
Industries
Generating Electricity. Forest Products Research
Develolnent Commission. Nat+/-onal Science Development Board, College,
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Laguna.

-3government is investigating. Hiogas, -ie.,methane production from live-stock wstes, has received subs antial publicity. Durin my visit I
observed a newspaper article extolling the virtues of a liquid fuel
derived from coconuts. One hopes-.-the-extensive experimentation wih
new technology is conducted with sufficient preparatioand technical
support. Poorly organized field trials risk ot only an inadeqttate
assessment of the technology but also skepticism and alienation in the
ru_al population.
Such attitudes only hinder the development process.

Generally speaking fuel scarcity is not repo.rted to be a major
problem in the Philippines. Wood is still plentiftul in most areas
some rice-producin._
and .omm.onl.-y used for cooking and heating.. Only
a
the
of rice chaff
utilization
forced
regions has
shortag,e of wood
as cooking fuel. Charcoal, largely produced from mill and loggim
residues at he site, is an inexpensive and, accordg to Bawagan,
highly underrated fuel. More efficient kilns could produce-a better
charcoal with which improved packaging could resist destruction in
transport. He argued, moreover, that a better designed cooking stove
co_Id improve greatly the energy efficiency of charcoal fels.
Bwaga admitted that his previous efforts to promote a more efficient
stove design had been unsuaeessful partly because of the failure to
the design
involve the consumer, i.e,, the housewife and cook,
process. We discussed the fact th in advocating charcoal stoves,
he faces much more than the issue of the energy efficiency.., or even
the cost of the cooking fuel. The kitchen must be seen as a mi.uiate
food processing plat where .the te and effort involved in the
preparation of the food and the fire, the cooking and the clean-up
are all .portant components in the efficiency calculations. The
ease, and in some cases the prestige, of using a gas flame shoul not
be underestimated.

Another aspect of Philippine forestry of particular interest to
of
me is the a.g.o-forestry program promoted-by the eve.lopmet
the
World
of
assistance
B.ar.
the
With.
the Phlipp..ines (DHP) with
the overall" goal of developing forestry at the rural commty level
this program, by encouraging and supporting the farmer to plant tzee
crops on his marginal agricultural lan% seeks to assure a continuous
supply of raw materials to local wood-using industry and to provide
the armer with an adaitional source of income. According to Greg
Clemene, Technical Assistant of the Agricultuiral Projects Department,
DBP, the various agro-forestry projects so sponsored are tied directly
to local industry. Initially the compay interested in participating
in this program conducts a regional survey to determine those areas
where it would be economicallE. feasible to grow the desired tree crop.
The farmers are hen uformed of the possibility of j.oi the project
with the financial and technical assistance of the DB and the participating local company.

Applicants for a loan under this program may be either individuals
or groups of small lad.holders who i.tend to grow Albizzia falcatar.a
or similar fast-growug species, for pulpwood or Leucaena leucocephala
for firewood, charcoal or leafmeal product+/-on. Excep’t; --"hdse wh-engage in the productio of firewood in the Ilocos region, all borrowers
must enter ito a marketing greement with the local participat:i...
comps. Under limits set by the. World Bank the maximum area which
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can be financed is 25 hectares for an individual, and 50 hectares for
a group. According to Clemente the median size of holding fced
under this program is l0 to 15 hectares. Under a ceiling of
the amount of the loan will-vary depending on the scale
project and the borrower’s need; additional funds are available if
imterplautig with agricultural crops is undertaken, All borrowers
are required .to contribute at leas l0 percent 5f the total investment cost in the form of family labor. Interest rates are 12 or 14
percent per annum for loans secured by land or against the assignma
of rights on the project site or other chattel. For
loaus
are pyable in 14 years including a grace period of 7
for leafmeal production are payable in 2 years wheres those for wood
fuel are payable in 8 years including a grace period of 4 years.

Albizza,

It .is estimated that with A. alcataria coppice on a four year
n he farmer can remove u thinings5o cubic meters per
hectare at age four and return four years later for a complet hrvest
of 250 cubic meters per hectare. At the local company’s roadside
60 per cubic meter the revenues amount to
price of
000 per hectare
at year 4 and
15,000 t year 8. The uterest on the farmer’s loan
is due in year 9, however, and eats up most of the income from the
first harvest. After repayment of the loan the net present value
of the ucome stream over two rotations calctulates o approximately
rotatio

=

one-sixth of the face valus of the gross revenue ovmthis period.
Given that the life span of the average Asian peasant is estimated
at about 40 years, o:e must surmise that for the farmer the real present
net worth :of that income received sixteen years hence must be

much less.

he individual gro-forestry project which lately has received
some publicity is that. of the Paper Industries Corporation of the
Philippines (PICOP) i eastern indanao. PICOP representatives
reportedly train the farmers in proper site preparation, tree planting
and maintenance. Additionally the company offers instruction in
improved agricultural techniques and health care and distributes
livestock and seeds, encouraging interplanting of food crops, such as,
rice, corn and sweet potatoes, among the young trees. Through a market’ug agreement with the farmers, PICOP buys all the A.. falcataria
ptulpwood that the farmers cau grow. Although his scheeed hs
provided some small farmers with a new cash crop with an insured
market, I wonder if over time the farmer will be tremted fairly in
t.his potentially abusive monopsonistic situation. As forest acreage
decreases and the world’s demd for pulp izcreases the price of
pulpwood should rise. Wi the Philippine tree farmers be able to
participate in this windfall? Furthermore, I question the availibility
of surplus labor needed to support these projects. Bsaya mentioned,
that one of the big Stumbling blocks in the government’s reforestation
program is a. shortage, of lbor wrcisely when they need it most, that
is, during the planting season."

"

NO doubt an added objective of the government in promoting agroforestry programs is the stabilization of the shifting cultivator.
By istributing improved genetic plant and animal stocks and instructing
the farmer in better agricultural and silvicultural practices, .government and industry can inprove the productivity of small agrictultural

holdings. Thus they hope to break the cycle of improverishment and
abandonment of farmd and the encroachment of forest laud.

The actual condition of the Philippine forest resource is a
subject of controversy in Manila and elsewhere. Diverse statistics
from those developed from satellite imagery to those issued by
official government sources give the forest cover variously as from
20 to 50 percent of mtional land area. Likewise, the quoted annual
rates of deforestation range widely from 80,000 to 204,000 hectares.
The blame for these losses goes to several activities, including
improper logging, shifting cultivation and illegal land settlement.
Some argue that the settlers are professional squatters organized
by lud speculators who occupy land originally dedicated by the
government to permanent forests for soil protection or forest products
and then through political pressure force the government to release
the forest land to supposedly landless peasants. Although the government reports to have increased reforestation from a pre-1976 average
azuual rate of 9000 hectares
1977, other groups
llO,O00 hectares
precisely,
when
paper
are
these
victories.
only
claim t.hat
ctually exined in the field many of the so-called reforested areas
do not appear dequately stocked with living, vigorous trees.

.ore

The ris.ug demand for forest products on the one hand and
environmental disasters which have resulted from forest lad mismanagement on the other have not gone unheeded by the Philippine government. The Philippine leaders are well aware of the importauce of
Recognizing
conserving and enhancing the nation’s forest
that the efforts of the past decade, have been insufficient to insure
a grefuture, the government launched the Program for Forest Ecosystem anagement (ProFESS) in July 1976. he stated objectives of
the program are to restore adequate forest cover on critically def..hurled
watersheds, establish forest plantations to supply raw material for
existS_rig and additional wood-based industries, encourage the development of pas d mcipal forests fo-recreation, beautify major roadways, encourage greater public knowledge and part+/-cipatiom in the
production of food and wood and create employment opportities. In
the implamentation.of this program ProFEM Councils have been organized
in every province and municipality. In order to cope with the seedliz
requirements local governmenta and schools have been reqred to
establish nurseries and seed storage facilities. Students ad
ment employees are reqred to collect and submit seeds of fruitbearing or forest trees, in ddition the government plans to expand
its efforts in silvicultu_al research., forestry trainin aud extension
services sud public environmental education programs. Evidence of
the media campaign materialized in my room daily in the form of
newspaper serial strip which illustrated the carbon cycle and discussed
the role of the forests in mainta+/-ng a healthy environment.

resources.

year

on June 6, 1977, President Marcos issued
ll5, otherwise known as the Tree Planting
Decree. This presidential order o-bliges every Philippine citizen
between the. ages of lO and 65 to plant one tree every month for 5
consecutive years for a total of 60 trees. According to Baggays,
Chief of Reforestation .and Afforestation, individuals may comply with
civic duty by pltg seeds in containers at home and delivering the

In the ollowing

PrBsidential Decree no.

-6healthy seedlings to local forestry officials. Iron.other instances
planting parties of studemts or neighborhood groups are supplied
with seedlings and tsported to designated reforestation areas.
No doubt encouraging seed collection and planting by the general
public is very useful in improving citizen awareress of environmental
problems and kowledge of arboriculture but I thim such a schem
may hve dubious sicultural benefits. Ngative genetic seletio
and poor seed viability are two possible hazards. A similar_ program
in Korea resulted in seed collectiom from inferioz tree specimens,
in particular from those stunted trees whose seeds were easily caessible.

Also initiated under ProE_K was the Family Approach Reforestatio
Program. In this scheme families residing within or near forest
designated open or
areas are contracted by the govermmemt to plant
deuded forest lands and to maintain and protect these new plantations
for two years or until a survival rate of 80 percent of the seedlings
is acheived. During the custodian period the family is encouraged
to interplant with food crops. After the young trees are established
the plantation is ceded to the goVernment which in turn employs local
people in the construction of forest rods, trails and firebreaks.
Forestry project managers throughout the Philippines stress the urget.
ecessity of constructing better road systems for a more effective
implementtiom of various reforestation activities.
The Philippine leader’ recognitiom and highlighting of forestry
problems and the subsequent reorienttion of government plammin
efforts are most commendable. Th2 emerging programs meant to encourage
reforestation and rural community development dfinitely deserv
monitoring through the coming years. At the present time, howevmr,
I believe that it is too early to evaluate the successes of this
new campaign. h new projects are barely visible in the glare of
the publicity. Forestry officials with whom I spoke were perhaps
too confident. At this stage a cautious optimism might be more

appropriatgo

y visit to the Philippines was an all too brief five days. The
iformtion which I have gathered and summarized bove provides an
outline of what is supposed to happe vlth a few comments as to what
might happen. Certainly I look forward to returning to the Philippines
in a few years to visit the Various forestry projects and to talk
with the foresters ad farmers who currently are plauting the fastgrowing species, thewonde’ trees that purportedly will save the
future of forestry and man.
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cerely,

Deanna G. Donovan
Porest and Man Fellow

